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Overview 
Game Synopsis 
The Light Within is a single player game in which players need to guide the main character’s 
representation for their conscious mind inside a dreamy landscape. The primary objective is to 
reunite the conscious mind with the unconscious counterpart so that the main character can begin a 
healing process to overcome their mental health illness. As the player explores the world, they will 
encounter various obstacles and challenges that they will need to complete to progress through the 
game. 

Story Synopsis 
The main character (MC) suffers from severe depression and anxiety, generally being resilient to 
trying treatments like therapy or medication. Their mental health deteriorates to the point that it 
pushes them into attempting suicide. The attempt is unsuccessful and they are taken to a hospital 
for treatment but are currently in a coma-like state. 

The shock of the events causes the main character’s brain to process the trauma through a child-like 
lense, creating a world that appears colourful, bright, and peaceful, with features in the world being 
generally comprised of basic geometric shapes. During this period of being in a deep sleep, the main 
character’s unconscious half of their brain implores the player to guide the conscious half through 
the dream in order to reconnect the two parts of the main character’s mind. As exploration into the 
dreamy world goes on, various challenges will appear which will hinder the player’s progress. 
Challenges will often require the player to help the main character’s conscious come to terms with 
their inner demons, sometimes as confrontations with the antagonist. The antagonist is a 
representation of the main character’s mental health illness which will need to be defeated and the 
end of the game before reconnecting the conscious with the unsconscious. 

Once reconnected, the main character will start to want to stop feeling depressed and anxious all 
the time. They will open up to trying different types of treatment to make themselves feel better but 
it will show that this healing process requires time and is not instant.  
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Gameplay 
The Light Within has its core gameplay elements built around three principles: gamifying psychiatric 
therapies, assisting other characters and teaching the player techniques which could be used to 
support themselves when in vulnerable moments. 

 

These principles are built upon an existing theory known as Self-Determination Theory which argues 
that video games fulfil basic psychological needs in people: the sense to feel competent, the sense to 
feel autonomous, and the sense to feel related to other people. 

Each gameplay principle in The Light Within aims to meet each of these needs through rewarding 
the player for interacting with and helping other characters and completing quests and challenges 
on their own. Within the prototype, simplified quests exist for the blue and yellow circles in Figure 1 
with partial implementation done for the green circle. In summary: 

Venn diagram 
category 

Characters 
Involved 

Description 

Gamifying 
Therapies 

Main character, 
depressed NPC 

The quest is a simplified take on Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy (CBT) where the player needs to patiently listen 
to and offer encouragement to the depressed NPC 

Helping 
Others 

Main character, 
angry NPC 

The angry NPC is overcome with anger out of an inability 
to do retrieve something they have lost. The player helps 
them feel better by recovering the lost item 

Self-Help Main character The player reaches the last reachable land in the swamp 
where it seems they cannot progress, until they change 
their outlook and transform themselves into a form which 
can cross through the swamp water to reach their goal 

 

Gamifying 
Psychiatric 
Therapies

Self-helpHelping 
Others

Figure 1 - Venn diagram depicting core gameplay principles 
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Throughout the game, players will encounter classic RPG challenges which they will need to 
overcome to complete the game. These challenges involve platforming, combat, and puzzle solving, 
each of which can be symbolic of overcoming mental health illness. Additionally, a recurring mini 
game would come up at certain stages in the game that is based on a meditation technique designed 
to help control breathing and calming oneself down. In moments of crisis, the main character will 
feel that they are incapable of overcoming the challenge that is before them which will trigger the 
mini game. This appears on the screen at set moments so that it does not occur at a poorly timed 
moment for players. 

 

Figure 2 - Venn diagram of main gameplay features 

All elements in both Venn diagrams can cross over with others to create more energetic gameplay 
moments. For example, an intense boss fight may go from a physical fight to a mental fight, 
triggering the mini game as the boss tries to overwhelm the main character’s thoughts before 
returning to the physical battle once the player successfully completes the mini game. Assisting NPCs 
may only be possible by applying practices which are used in psychiatric therapies, such as by 
showing patience and a willingness to listen to everything an NPC wishes to say. In this way, a 
healthy mixture of different quests and gameplay moments can be created and, by extension, 
populate the world with a cast of different characters for players to interact with. 

Control Scheme 
Controls currently support only computer devices but could be expanded upon to include console 
support for PlayStation, Xbox, and Nintendo Switch users. Mobile devices could be supported but 
would require designing mobile-friendly controls. Figure 3 below provides a colour-coded 
representation of the control scheme to help clearly indicate the various features which are 
currently in the game. The colours represent the following features: 

• Green: core gameplay behaviours 

Platforming

Combat

Puzzle 
Solving

Breathing 
Mini Game
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• Blue: player utilities 

 

Figure 3: Control scheme 

Left control is used to show and hide the mouse cursor, WASD for moving the character, spacebar to 
jump, and the right mouse button to use the transformation ability. 
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Narrative Design 
Storyline 
The main character is an individual that suffers from clinical severe depression and anxiety. Over 
time, the illnesses fill their conscious thoughts with negative ideations to the point that they lose 
connection with their true self. The “true self” is represented as the character’s unconscious mind, 
which has been trying to push back against the depressive thoughts, but has been unsuccessful. The 
thoughts grow and become so influential that the character eventually attempts suicide. The 
attempt was unsuccessful and they are transported to a hospital where they are receving treatment 
and are in a coma-like state. This would be shown to the player as an introductory cutscene to try to 
get players to feel empathy for the main character, however more explicit details should only be 
hinted at and never directly shown, like the attempted suicide. After the cutscene concludes, 
gameplay begins. 

As a result of the suicide attempt, the main character’s brain tries to process this trauma and shock 
to the system by crafting a fictious world inside a dream. This is created through a child’s perspective 
to help process the trauma a little easier, where things appear innocent, colourful, and harmless. 
There is, however, an uneasiness to the world since the mental illness is still present, even if it is not 
visible. 

The conscious side of the main character needs to reconnect with their unconscious side to be able 
to begin to heal from their depression and anxiety. This is the ultimate goal for the player and needs 
to be clearly stated from the outset once the introductory cutscene concludes. The entity that 
represents the conscious mind is dull and colourless, a reflection of the current state the main 
character’s mental health is in. Conversely, the unconscious represents who the main character was 
before succumbing to the mental health illness; that is, someone that had a more positive and 
happier outlook on life and the future. This entity is colourful and much more expressive. 

The introduction to the game takes place on a reasonably sized island that the player is stuck on 
unless they locate the oars for the rowboat. Here, a guide is sent from the unconscious mind in the 
form of a dragonfly. The conscious entity is unable to recognise this character, who is based on a real 
dragonfly that they used to visit at their local pond and have a strong attachment to as a child. The 
dragonfly gives suggestions and advice to the player intended to help them navigate the world or 
complete different quests. The island is home to two NPCs, a couple who live on a farm, that the 
player must help in order to acquire the oars to the boat. When first trying to enter the farm, a 
cutscene takes place to reveal the antagonist and show it sucking out all colour from the 
surrounding area. This in turn causes NPCs in this area to be left with only negative or destructive 
emotions, with very little to no positivity left to be found. Completing quests for the NPCs will help 
them to feel better and overcome some of the dark thoughts and emotions, causing the antagonist 
to flee. Its important to note that the player is not necessarily curing NPCs of their ills, since the true 
healing process takes a long time to complete. Once the quests for the NPCs are done, the player 
and dragonfly make for the main town across the sea and will not need to return to this island again. 

The town acts as the central hub to the wider dream world, located in the centre of four regions. The 
townspeople are preparing for the annual Festival of Light; an event for spreading unity, positivity, 
and joy for life. In the town is a tall tower named Medulla’s Spire which would normally have a 
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beacon of light shone at its peak that reaches all corners of the world to spread the joy and unity. 
The beacon itself is fuelled by contributing light sources from each of the surrounding regions own 
towers, however a great darkness has swallowed the lands, leaving inhabitants fearful of venturing 
out beyond their homes. This leaves the regions disconnected from one another with creatures 
roaming the landscapes to attack anyone that does try to travel. The towers in each region are home 
to terrifying horrors that feed on the light sources, keeping most areas in a shadowy darkness. The 
player will be tasked with venturing forth into these regions to find out what has happened and 
restore the lights so that the Festival of Light can take place. 

Each region will be based around a different stage of grief from the Kubler-Ross model to represent 
particular emotional states. This does not mean that this will be the only emotion shown in these 
areas, however, only that it is the most prevalant. Other emotions will still be expressed through 
their local inhabitants. For example, an area based on the first stage of “Denial” may have characters 
in a clearly disillusioned state, refusing to believe that there is any danger at all but instead that the 
other areas have decided to shun and outcast them out of jealousy. There will also be characters 
expressing other emotions like anger, sadness, etc., but this will be the design philsophy for these 
sectors of the map. Within each region lies a form of the antagonist which has been absorbing 
colours and positive emotions from the land and its occupants, encamped within the towers. 
Conditions for defeating these enemies will vary but all will require the player to have helped all the 
key individuals who live in that region. Once defeated, the lands are returned to normal and the 
locals will ensure that the light is beamed to Medulla’s Spire. 

Once each region’s light has been activated, the player can return to the main town to witness the 
townspeople preparing to activate the beacon of light atop Medulla’s Spire. As it is about to spread 
its brilliant light to all corners of the light, the true form of the antagonist appears and corrupts the 
light, instead spreading an even greater darkness than before. The player must ascend Medulla’s 
Spire to confront the antagonist and vanquish it once and for all. Defeating this true form is also 
indicative of the main character overcoming their mental health illness as they start to subdue the 
depressive thoughts that have been plaguing their mind. The unconscious mind is also freed from 
their prison inside the antagonist, successfully reconnecting the conscious and unconscious halves of 
the main character’s mind. 

The closing cutscene would see the dream coming to an end and the main character opening their 
eyes as they lie in the hospital bed. A sequence would follow showing the main character starting 
their path to recovery by being more open to treatments for mitigating their depression and anxiety, 
as well as them using the techniques they had learned from the journey to help them during this 
process. 

Dialogue System 
Many characters in the game will have a mixture of text-based and spoken dialogue, although how 
the dialogue will be spoken will need to be determined after testing (see Character Sounds / Voice 
Acting for more info). A dialogue system is therefore required to convey the story and conversations 
to the player. 

The prototype makes use of an installed asset that specialises in creating versatile and professional 
dialogue systems: “Dialogue System for Unity”. Currently, there are a few variations of the system 
which convey text in different ways: 
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• With Continue Button – dialogue only progresses when the player hits Continue 
• Automatically – dialogue progresses automatically after 2 seconds once all text has been 

printed 
• Cutscenes – dialogue proceeds to the next line within the Timeline during a cutscene 

While highly customisable and versatile, the learning curve for this tool is particularly steep, 
requiring more time to learn its capabilities than expected. The UI is also fully customisable to have 
different displays, names, character portraits, and stylised text. The one used in the prototype is an 
edited version of one of the examples this asset provides. The node tree from this tool is especially 
useful in creating dialogues with multiple pathways, conditions, and events. 

 

Figure 4 - Capture of the depressed NPC's conversation tree. Players can leave the dialogue at different stages and return to 
where they left off in the conversation in the example shown 
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Each scene that contains dialogue will contain a Dialogue Manager game object to control all the 
behaviours for each conversation. Each conversation appears in the same style as in Figure 4, with 
nodes being given colours to help identify which character is speaking: 

• Blue represents player choices or responses 
• Green is the dragonfly NPCs dialogue 
• Grey is the depressed NPC or the angry NPC, depending on which one is currently being 

spoken to 

On certain nodes there may be an icon assigned to them. These indicate conditions, such as which 
conversation route should be used if a condition has been met or not, changes to variables, such as 
quest states, and scene events, like enabling or disabling game objects. 

Dialogue System for Unity also aids in the important function of storing player choices from the quiz 
scene which will change the appearance of the NPCs and their soul orbs. Screenshots of the different 
dialogues can be seen in the Appendix alongside additional elements that have been set up for 
features in the game. Please note, nodes in the tree will not display all their text even when zoomed 
in, so screenshots will only show the trees in their entirety. Hovering over a node is the only way to 
display the entire node’s text, which is impossible to achieve in screenshots. 

Cutscenes 
To create a more professional product, three cutscenes were created which aid in delivering 
compelling storytelling and impactful moments in the game. The cutscenes implemented can be 
summarised as the following: 

1. Opening / Introduction to the Dream World 
2. The Villain Arrives 
3. The Villain Flees 

The introduction begins with a video intended to evoke a feeling of exiting the light at the end of the 
tunnel by using a flare that grows to cover the entire screen. The next moment shows a shot of the 
fantastical woods from the cave that comes out of the mountain before highlighting more areas of 
the woods and introducing the dragonfly character. This cutscene uses the dialogue system for 
delivering the dragonfly’s exposition. 

When the player is about to enter the farm, the second cutscene is activated which reveals the 
antagonist. The entity has a dramatic entrance, with particles and shaders simulating the colours 
being absorbed from the nearby objects into this colossal horror. When the cutscene concludes, the 
objects affected are left in a completely colourless form as a result. 

The final cutscene takes place once the player has completed the quests for the NPCs on the farm. It 
focuses on the antagonist as the player watches it implode, leaving behind a brilliant burst of light 
and returning colour back to the affected objects. The villain has fled from the area and things have 
returned to normal thanks to the player’s efforts. 
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Game Design 
Most of the main game’s controls are set up inside the Game Manager script found in the main 
game scene. This controls behaviours for the opening video, cutscenes, the player, and more 
features. The script is set up to create a user-friendly inspector for adjusting any of these properties 
and can be found in the Appendix. All dialogue is handled by the Dialogue Manager while the quiz 
scene is handled with its own Quiz Manager. The Quiz Manager works in conjunction with the 
Dialogue Manager to store player choices in a text file which gets generated before going into the 
main game scene. This text file is used to determine whether players do make different choices, and 
will, by extension, help determine if this is better than predetermined definitions for each colour and 
shape. 

Fire Lighting Mini Game 
A key mini game that has been previously mentioned is the variation of the floating feather 
meditation technique. Instead of picturing a feather that floats, the playable character would be told 
to picture embers from a fire that are going out. To reignite the flames, they will need to control 
their breathing in a rhythmic pattern. Breathing too much onto the embers will starve them of 
oxygen and will struggle to catch light, but not blowing air onto them will cause them to die too, so 
the player must balance and control their breaths to create a flame. This would be played on the 
screen inside of the UI, possibly as 2D sprites. The timing of when this mini game occurs will be set 
for specific moments in the game, e.g., when a boss is attempting to overwhelm the playable 
character’s mind, so the player does not need to worry about reacting very fast to events once the 
mini game concludes. 

Following the pattern outlined in the technique, the player would need to alternate between 
pressing and releasing a button every 4-6 seconds which would simulate breathing out and in. A 
guide of some kind will be needed in the UI to help the player know when to be pressing or letting 
go of the button. This could be some kind of icon or perhaps a boundary box around the flames that 
the player needs to keep the flames inside of within a few seconds before the box grows in size and 
the player can make a larger flame. The size of the flame would grow or shrink depending on the 
state of the button so that the player has visual feedback. Once the flame has fully grown, the mini 
game is complete and it disappears from the screen and the UI, returning the player to whatever it 
was they were previously doing. 
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Figure 5 - Mockup for how the mini game would function. Images read left-to-right, starting from the top left, and ending at 
the bottom right. 
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Level Design 
Currently, there exist two levels in the game: one for introducing the player to the game and one for 
the game itself. Original designs for the main level involved having subsections that would act as 
their own areas on the island, however these were condensed into one area in the interests of time. 

Opening Segment 
At the start, players will be introduced to a sequence which would give stronger context to the main 
character’s current situation. This would be done as a cutscene that would give strong hints, but not 
explicitly show, the main character’s attempted suicide and the results thereafter – in other words, 
the fact that they are now in a hospital and are in a coma-like state. From here, the first gameplay 
element would begin. 

Quiz Level 

 

Figure 6 - The start of the quiz level 

The quiz level is intended to build upon the opening sequence and give further context to the game 
that the player is about to experience. Although not a level in the traditional sense, it plays an 
important function which will shape the player’s experience slightly in the prototype. To maintain 
consistency with the narrative, the overall appearance of the scene is intended to evoke the feeling 
of falling asleep (Figure 7). This is achieved by using a vignette on the camera to create the 
appearance of an eye coupled with white particles and a colour scheme that can be quickly linked 
with the night. 
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Figure 7 - Background design for the quiz level 

The playable character is also introduced here, alongside the first NPC. These characters represent 
two-halves of the main character: the conscious and unconscious halves of their mind. The conscious 
character is the one that players will control and is depicted as being in a state of deep sleep. The 
unconscious is the one who is speaking to the player, eventually showing themselves in a positive 
and playful manner. 

 

Figure 8 - The conscious (grey star) and unconscious (purple star) parts of the main character. The unconscious makes a 
sudden appearance in a ring of bright stars and has a happy expression 
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There is an additional third character which is subtly introduced here: the antagonist (Figure 9). The 
antagonist represents the main character’s mental health illness and is shown subtly in the 
background, growing slightly opaquer as the conversation progresses. The omnipresence of the 
antagonist is intended to depict how mental health illnesses are always present for a person that is 
suffering from them, even on days when it doesn’t seem to be particularly severe. 

 

Figure 9 - The antagonist at max opaqueness. Enough that it can be noticed whilst not being too obvious 

The positioning of the playable character also helps keep this subtle, as well as the fact that players 
will generally be focused on the dialogue and the questions they will be asked. When combined, the 
following is the result: 
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Figure 10 - Complete design for the quiz level 

Quiz Questions and Their Influence Over the Game 
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Figure 11 - Screenshots of the questions asked at the start of the game 

The purpose of the questions is to establish what the player associates colours and shapes with. The 
questions make use of the Five Stages of Grief model in the same way that the locations in the world 
use this model for the determining what the main emotional state will be in their areas. Currently, 
answers to these questions will change the physical appearance of the NPCs and change the colour 
of the Soul Orbs. In a more sophisticated build, this would extend much further to change the 
appearance of vegetation and architecture in addition to changing the appearance of characters. 
During this segment, the unconscious entity informs the player that these questions will help 
establish a stronger connection to the player and that they should notice some small changes in the 
game. 

Main Level 
This level can be deconstructed into four main areas: the mountain’s woods, the coastal path, the 
farmstead, and the swamp. 

 

Figure 12 - Capture of the mountains. The player emerges from the cave entrance, acting as the portal into the dream 
world. 
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Figure 13 - The woods have numerous glowing wisps that move around, colourful shrubs, and various glowing mushrooms 
and flowers 

The opening cutscene for this level gives the first glimpse of this landscape from the mouth of the 
mountain cave, introducing the player to a vibrant, enchanting wood. The trees have been designed 
to appear very soft with lots of smooth features to evoke a sense of safety and wonder. This is 
accentuated by the glow from post-processing effects, the cool light of the moon, the glow of 
numerous mushrooms and flowers, and the activity of the glowing wisps which exist here. Areas are 
blocked off by large boulders to contain the player within the desired areas of the level. The first 
NPC is introduced here – the dragonfly – which has been looking for the player and believes that 
they won’t recognise them. From here, the player has two routes they can take: right to the coastal 
path or left to the farmstead. 

 

Figure 14 - The coastal path leads to a small dock and the sea 

Taking the right path takes the player along a short, uphill, and fenced route which leads to a small 
dock. At the dock is a rowboat that will be missing its oars, forming the basis for the first quest. Here, 
the player can listen to the gentle ocean waves and enjoy the view of the sea. When ready, they can 
return the way they came to seek out the farm to inquire about the missing oars. 
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Figure 15 - The farmstead where the NPCs live 

The farmstead is a small home for a couple that live here, along with their many pigs. Upon trying to 
enter through the entrance, the second cutscene is triggered which brings forth the antagonist. The 
antagonist removes all colour from these objects to leave them in a dreary and bleak state. The 
couple which lives here with have quests for the player. The first NPC is located inside the farmhouse 
while the second is located past the back fencing. Completing the first NPC’s quest results in the 
gates being opened, allowing the player to reach the second NPC and access the swamp. 

 

Figure 16 - The swamp behind the farmstead, shrouded in a thick green fog 

Originally a lake, this area has become polluted with toxins that are a result of the main character’s 
mental health deteriorating. The area is extremely hazardous, and the appearance of the antagonist 
has caused a prized pig to flee deep into the swamp, beyond the reach of the NPC. This area 
functions as the second quest, requiring some platforming skills from the player to cross the first 
section of the swamp. Falling into the swamp water forces them to make the crossing again from the 
start, which is next to the second NPC. Successfully crossing this area will result in the player 
reaching the final bit of land, where they gain the first transformation ability that allows them to 
safely cross water. 

In the second half of the swamp, the player’s character will start to feel overwhelmed, and their dark 
thoughts begin to intrude into their mind. This cripples the character into feeling that they cannot go 
any further and start losing hope and confidence in themselves. Here, the dragonfly teaches the 
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player a variation of the Floating Feather meditation technique in the form of a minigame. Once 
completed, the player’s character feels better and can continue to find the missing prized pig. Upon 
locating it, the pig returns to the farm and the player can speak to the second NPC again to inform 
them of the good news. After this has been done, the final cutscene plays to show the antagonist 
fleeing now that all the locals are not under the antagonist’s influence anymore. Colour is restored 
to the area and the characters have their positive emotions back, with the second NPC offering to 
take the player to the town. Upon reaching the boat at the dock, the last dialogue plays and the 
game concludes. 

Personalising the Player’s Experience 
Since mental health is a uniquely personal circumstance, players can make their experience 
distinctive to them via the opening scene’s questions. Research into colour theory and the 
psychology of shapes indicates that people from different backgrounds and life experiences will 
identify different characteristics within a given colour or even 3D shape. As colours and shapes play 
important functions in the design, players are given the opportunity to select what a given shape or 
colour represents via a series of questions. In the current implementation, the questions make use 
of the Kubler-Ross model of the five stages of grief, but in reverse and with some obscurity so that it 
is not too obvious to players. The design may be improved by instead showcasing all options and all 
stages at once and allowing the player to click and drag options underneath each stage of grief 
instead. Players may wish to change their answers within the current design once they see the next 
questions, so this alternative method should negate this flaw and improve clarity. 
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Technical Design 
Shaders 
To elevate the game to a higher standard, several shader graphs were created or added to the 
prototype to achieve special effects. These may sometimes be coupled with additional elements, like 
particle systems or sounds, to add as much game juice as possible and really make these shaders 
“pop”. 

Colour Restoring Shader 
The most notable, and arguably most important, shader in the project is a custom-made colour 
restoration shader. This shader removes the colour from game objects in the scene when the 
antagonist appears as a visual representation of mental health illness sucking out the colour (i.e., 
joy) from the world. The origin point is assigned via a script that is attached to an empty game object 
and reads from the game object’s position. 

 

Figure 17 - The colour restore shader affects certain objects within the world. The edge of the mask can be seen as an 
emissive blue ring 

In the current design, the colour restore shader reads from a 2D texture image and creates two 
versions of the image; a desaturated version (i.e., greyscale) and a version with a higher contrast 
strength to make the colours much more intense. A sphere mask is then used to control the lerp 
between the coloured and greyscaled versions of the textures. The inner and outer edges of the 
sphere mask can be controlled independently, with both being multiplied with a noise value and an 
HDR colour to create the emissive blue ring. Adding this glow makes it much clearer to see the effect 
that is taking place. This effect went through several iterations before reaching the current versions, 
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which can take in texture, normal, and metallic maps to apply the effect to. The effect requires 
multiple materials which use this shader for it to work as seen in the game. 

Soul Orbs 
Non-playable characters will all have visible souls which will indicate what their current emotional 
and mental state is to the player. These are affected by the player’s answers to the questions during 
the quiz level so that the experience is bespoke and matches their interpretations of colours. 
Currently, these soul orbs have a total of five colour variations to accompany each of the stages of 
grief. 

 

Figure 18 - Five soul orbs in varying colours. Each orb will be linked to an NPC experiencing a particular emotion in the 
stages of grief model. Upper image: orbs with the outer sphere, Lower image: orbs without the outer sphere. 
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The orb is comprised of two halves which have their own shaders: an inner and outer sphere. The 
inner sphere is a simple Fresnel with colours being lerped for the inner and outer areas. The outer 
sphere is more complex: 

• It takes a 2D texture and scrolls it along the X and Y axis before multiplying it with a coloured 
Fresnel, set up similarly to the inner orb 

• A distortion effect is connected to the emission by using the screen position and normal 
from height nodes, which gets the height data from a twirl and gradient noise 

• Finally, the vertex position has its surface distorted by multiplying a noise and normal vector 
nodes which get added to the object’s position 

The outer sphere is the default state that players will see these soul orbs in. It’s designed to look like 
the souls are encased in an inky blackness which is representative of the NPC’s mental health state. 
The outer shell is destroyed when players have successfully helped NPCs, revealing their true selves 
as a pure glowing orb. 

Player Transformation Effect 
For the player to transform in an impactful way, the changing of the character’s meshes requires a 
mask to hide the transition. This is common practice within the games industry and, since 
transforming into various shapes is a crucial gameplay element, a transformation mask was sought 
after. The base for this shader was created using resources provided by Twitter user @Cyanilux, with 
minor customisations made to fit the project needs and stylised art direction. 

 

Figure 19 - The transformation mask when at peak opacity. It engulfs the player model to swap the playable character’s 
meshes. 

The effect can only be triggered when the player is on the ground to avoid unwanted interactions 
when travelling in the air. When activated, the scripts which control character and camera 
movements are disabled to reinforce the significance of this transformation. The yellow and orange 
colours were chosen for the mask so that the player seems to be swallowed in a ball of warm light. 
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The mask is controlled via code in the Game Manager, adjusting the alpha threshold over time and 
playing a sound effect to accompany the appearance of the mask. When this threshold is 0 (as in 
Figure 19), the player model’s mesh changes, and the threshold is gradually returned to 1 to end the 
effect. 

The Antagonist 
The appearance of the villain is greatly important. If the introduction to them is lacklustre or the 
designs are too complicated to quickly grasp, players will not feel any kind of connection to the 
character. To that end, the villain was crafted using multiple shaders and visual effects components 
to emphasise the nature and purpose of this character within the game world. It is made up of the 
following: 

1. A colossal eye as the focal point 
2. A rippling plane and black mask plane for the eye to emerge from 
3. Orbiting particles around the eye 
4. A whirlwind of particles which move upwards towards the eye 

 

Figure 20 - Capture of the antagonist with all effects 
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Currently, an installed package was used to speed up the process of creating the eye. The eye 
features an array of customisable and changeable options which allows for creation of multiple 
variations of this character to represent what emotions the antagonist leaves inside its victims. The 
eyeball also reacts to light sources which pair nicely with the Custom Skybox. To further enhance this 
effect, the eyeball has some custom scripts that will make it move slightly so that it appears to be 
actively absorbing colours and emotions from beneath it. This functions as the default state in the 
game. If the player is close enough, the eye will rotate towards the player and begin to violently 
shake, as if angered or threatened by the player’s presence. It will continue to track the player while 
they remain within a certain radius. Upon exiting this radius, the eye will rotate back to its original 
position and resume its default state. Further images of the eyeball can be viewed in the Appendix. 

The rippling plane was created to give the impression that this character is emitting dark waves of 
energy from its source. To achieve this, a custom plane mesh was created in Maya which would 
serve as the body. This plane was subdivided and edited via recolouring so that a scrolling texture 
would emit from the centre of the mesh rather than scrolling across it. A simple shader is then 
applied which scrolls the desired texture and does alpha clipping to create transparent segments, 
creating the appearance of ripples. 
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Figure 21 - The custom mesh from Maya allows textures to be scrolling from the centre and towards the edge of the mesh 

A simple black plane is then added to help hide the backside of the eyeball when the full effect plays. 
If players could see this part of the eye, it would very likely break the immersion this effect aims to 
create, similar to players seeing parts of a map that they shouldn’t be able to normally see. 

The final components are the VFX particles. These particles use a rainbow gradient to make it appear 
that the antagonist is sucking out and keeping hold of colours from the game world. This would also 
be indicative of positive emotions being absorbed from NPCs which are within the area. First, to 
make it seem like colours are being removed from the world, a whirlwind or vortex of coloured 
particles is required. This is currently achieved through Unity’s Visual Effect Graphs to simulate large 
numbers of particles without affecting performance. Particles begin from the base of a cone and 
gradually have their size, colour, and speeds changed as they move vertically in a spinning motion. 
When the antagonist is watching the player, this effect is stopped because the antagonist is focusing 
on the player rather than continuing to absorb colours and emotions, so the whirlwind gradually 
slows down and stops completely. After the player is no longer in view, this effect resumes playing. 
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Figure 22 - The Whirlwind effect achieved with Visual Effect Graphs 

A second Visual Effect graph is then used for the orbiting particles which swirl around the centre. 
These particles are aligned to slightly lower axis than the eye so that players can see as much of the 
effect as possible, since a perfect alignment to the eye would result in most particles being blocked 
by the black plane that forms the ripple effect. 
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Figure 23 - The orbiting particles create the impression that the antagonist is holding them captive 

Finally, additional effects are required for when the villain is vanquished and flees from the area. For 
a dramatic effect, there is a build-up using sounds and particles that shows the antagonist shrinking, 
as if it is imploding. 
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Figure 24 - The villain starts to implode upon the player completing all tasks in the location. Purple and black particles are 
pulled inwards while the villain shrinks down to nothingness 

Once the villain has completely shrunk and the particles die, there is a momentary pause before a 
blast of light is created from the origin point. Appropriate sounds have been sourced and applied to 
make this impact feel as rewarding as possible to the player. 

 

Figure 25 - A powerful blast of light is emitted as confirmation that the antagonist has been bested and has fled the scene 

Custom Skybox 
For setting up an immersive dreamy landscape, a custom skybox was created to have more dynamic 
features in the sky. It also allows for much greater control to set up distinctive skies depending on 
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the location the player is currently in. The full effect uses resources provided by Jannik Boysen with 
some additional customisable elements and can be broken down into the following: 

1. A Subgraph that creates the correct UVs for the skybox 
2. The main Shader which controls all sky elements 

a. The shape of the sun or moon 
b. The shape of the mask for the sun or moon (to achieve things like crescent moon 

shapes) 
c. The sky gradient 
d. Stars 
e. Clouds and masking for the clouds 
f. Fog on the horizon 

The current version uses a large and moving crescent moon, moving stars and blueish colours for the 
clouds and fog to compliment the environment which has been setup. Without post-processing, the 
skybox looks like so: 

 

Figure 26 - The skybox without post-processing 

Adding post-processing effects creates a much more moody and atmospheric scenery: 
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Figure 27 - The skybox with post-processing 

During the game and cutscenes, the moon moves in a continuous motion to make it seem like it is 
setting and rising, like a day-night cycle. This affects the directional light that illuminates the game 
world, so there are moments where places are lit and in darkness. The speed and direction of the 
moon’s and stars’ movements can be controlled from the Game Manager. 

Quibli Shader Package 
For quickly setting up a stylised, anime-like scenery, the Quibli package was added into the project. 
The package offers a large selection of options for rendering scenes in a similar style to the famous 
Studio Ghibli movies. 

For the clouds, trees, and shrubbery, the Quibli package provides tools for creating unique assets for 
each of these. This allows for various styles to be achieved, as well as various behaviours for things 
like how much wind is simulated for blowing the leaves on the trees or bushes. The following assets 
have been created using these tools and are currently integrated into the game’s environment: 

• 1 bush 
• 4 trees 
• 3 clouds 
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Figure 28 - Custom objects created using Quibli 

The clouds use a custom spawning system to create and move the clouds within an area to add to 
the skybox, so the physical space was not empty. A random cloud is picked and gets destroyed after 
some time. The code had been constructed to make these clouds fade in and out of the scene 
instead of them popping into existence, however because the clouds use the custom Quibli shader, 
it is currently not compatible. All Quibli shaders make use of special gradients to colour meshes, so 
further testing would be required to implement a functioning fading feature. 

Additionally, some grass patches were also created, however these were disabled from the game 
due to time being required for placing them on the terrain. Currently, Unity’s terrain system for 
placing vegetation does not work with this package, meaning that multiple copies of each creation 
must be created and placed manually within the scenery. 
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Figure 29 - The custom grass objects that were made with Quibli but were not placed around the scene in time for the 
prototype 

Hand-Drawn Visuals for the Player and NPCs 
To help the playable and non-playable characters stand out more, a new shader was created 
intended to convey a hand-drawn quality to these characters. As the narrative explains, the shock of 
the main character’s attempted suicide causes their brain to being interpreting their trauma through 
a child-like lens, so a hand-drawn quality on the characters should fit this childlike perspective. 

 

Figure 30 - Characters with the hand-drawn shader. Each character has its own distinct patterns 

The effect has two parts: an outline and the hand-drawn appearance. The hand-drawn, or hatching, 
effect takes in a 2D texture and offsets that image by an amount then resets it over time to give it 
the dynamic motion. This then gets combined with either an additional texture or a colour, 
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depending on what is the preferred look. For the outline, this uses the object’s normals to create a 
coloured outline and removes the front face of the material to complete the look. This has 
limitations, particularly with geometry that has sharp edges like pyramids and cubes, where it is 
possible to see the effect not quite connecting at the seams. 

Stylised Water for URP Package 
Given more time, a custom toon water shader would have been created for this project, however an 
asset was installed in the interests of saving time. This asset comes with easy to set up and very 
customisable water shaders. In particular, the toon water shader from this asset quickly provided 
very colourful stylised water which perfectly matches the cell shading effects from the Quibli shader 
package. There are two variations of the water shader in the prototype: one for the ocean and one 
for the swamp. The ocean needs to have bright blues and greens with a calm wave motion applied to 
it, which can be seen in the game. 

 

Figure 31 - Capture of the dock, showcasing the stylised water shader 

For the swamp, strong shades of green are required with very little or no movements on the water 
plane. Swamp water is, typically, quite stagnant and, in the case of the prototype, it is in a sheltered 
area of the world. 
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Figure 32 - A section of the swamp area using the same water shader but with different properties 

Other Visual Effects 
Farmhouse Fireplace and Chimney Smoke 
To breathe more life into the farmhouse, some VFX particles were created for the fireplace and the 
smoke from the chimney. Using Unity’s Visual Effect Graph, the base for the fire was created that 
originally combined all the elements (i.e., the fire, the smoke, and embers) into one effect. These 
were then separated accordingly so that the fireplace all elements but with smoke that does not 
extend very high and has a point light which animates to simulate a flickering fire, while the chimney 
only has smoke and embers which extend to a very tall height. 
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Figure 33 - Fire VFX in the farmhouse. Left: the indoor fireplace. Right: smoke and embers from the chimney 

Grass CG Shader 
As a temporary measure for placing grass around the scene, an asset was installed from MinionsArt 
which allows for editing grass blade meshes and placing them on the terrain using the asset’s custom 
brush tool. The grass is generated and customised via a CG shader and corresponding script. This 
grass would be replaced with the Quibli generated grass meshes in a more polished build. 

 

Figure 34 - Grass shader by MinionsArt 
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Post-Processing 
The final key component to the scene and various effects is the post-processing. In the scene, an 
empty game object contains a post-processing volume that uses a sample volume profile from the 
Quibli package, and a Bloom effect added to create the emissive colours visible throughout the 
game. 

 

Figure 35 - Post-Processing Volume settings 

Then, the main camera in the scene uses a customised renderer with anti-aliasing set to SMAA 
(subpixel morphological anti-aliasing), the quality to high, and additional effects added to its own 
volume component. Combined, these achieve the enhanced visuals that deliver a dreamy setting 
within the game. 
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Figure 36 - Post-Processing settings for the main camera 
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Art Style 
Environment Designs 
Locations need to strongly capture the sense of being in a dream or dream-like landscape. In 
addition, they also need to convey a child-like innocence on the surface but create an underlying 
sense of unease at the same time, all of which can be achieved via a cartoony or anime-stylised look. 
Features in the environments need to remain clear and identifiable in both grayscale and colourised 
versions so that players can easily navigate the world. There needs to be a healthy mix of natural and 
artificial areas, such as forests, beaches, and houses, so that the world feels alive, and characters 
have a grounded connection to places that will be explored. 

Locations also need to have links to the stages of grief to maintain consistency with the designs, e.g., 
an area that is primarily water-based may be more closely linked with the depression stage or a 
volcanic area may be more strongly linked with the anger stage. These, however, should not be 
exclusive – there needs to be a mixture of emotional states being represented via characters and the 
habitats. In the case of grief, the process is not linear but interwoven; different emotions can be felt 
at the same time, but there may be one or two emotions which are more powerful at a given time. 
This needs to be conveyed through the environments being crafted. Additionally, since the player 
can influence the appearance of the world, multiple variations of assets will need to be created so 
that they can be assigned according to the player’s responses in the quiz scene. 

To assist with this vision, a mood board was constructed early on that takes inspiration from films 
and games that have a vibrant sceneries or use colours in conjunction with gameplay and narrative, 
as well as toys or toy-like constructs that could be used to inform the architecture of the world. 

 

Figure 37 - The environments mood board. Locations should be colourful, stylised in a cartoon or anime aesthetic, and 
contain child-like qualities or features 
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Character Designs 
NPCs within the game will, typically, be comprised of humanoid bodies but will have shapes for 
certain features. The ‘certain features’ will be for the heads, the ends of arms and ends of legs which 
will use a shape to help form the identities of different characters. This will give NPCs an almost toy-
like quality to them that will maintain consistency with the childish lens that the world will be seen 
through. The shapes used will be determined through the player’s input – currently, this is done via 
the quiz scene – so characters must be modular to accommodate this. 

NPCs may have identifiable genders through their appearance, or they may be left genderless so that 
players can make their own assumptions. In this way, it will hopefully make the game generally more 
open to as many individuals as possible since it could be argued that everyone is represented equally 
inside the game. It should also help to avoid risks, such as accidentally playing into stereotypes or 
creating a stigma that certain types of people will experience things in certain ways. 

Just as with the environments, a mood board for the characters was created in the early stages to 
help guide the character design process. 

 

Figure 38 - Mood board for the playable character and NPCs 

Discussions into the specifics of the character designs can be seen in the upcoming sections. 

The Main Character 
The main character is a human that has succumbed to their mental illness and is being treated in 
hospital while in a coma-like state. In the playable game, the player sees the main character as two 
separate entities: one for their conscious mind, and one for their unconscious mind. The conscious 
half has been overwhelmed by the depressive, intrusive thoughts, and emotions while the 
unconscious has been struggling to push these away and stay connected with the conscious half. 

The playable character needs to be distinctly different from the rest of the game’s cast. It would 
need to be clear and logical why this character can transform into different shapes, and so may have 
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a clay-based properties like Morph or a rubbery, stretchiness property like Kirby, hence why these 
characters are shown in the mood board. The player would acquire the ability to transform into a 
unique shape to overcome problems as they progress through the game. These shapes would be set 
and would not be influenced by the player’s responses. 

 

Figure 39 - Sketches for the main character's transforming abilities 

The shapes that the player could transform into are the following: 

• A sphere 
o A very rounded shape, this allows the player to travel at greater speeds or to cross 

water thanks to its buoyancy. 
• A cube 

o A very sturdy shape, the player will be able to navigate through areas with powerful 
winds that would normally blow the character back. The weight also allows for 
pressure plates to be triggered, but at the cost of slower speeds and being unable to 
jump. 

• A cone 
o A very light shape, this gives the player a stronger jump to go higher into the air. 

Walking over air currents will also send the player flying into the air, where they can 
float down to reach new areas. 

As the player gets further into the game, each of these abilities will be needed to overcome 
problems the player will encounter. When activating this shape swap, it should morph the character 
into the new shape or the original state relatively quickly. 
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In the prototype, the main character’s conscious and unconscious are represented as stars to help 
them stand out against the shapes of the NPCs. The star shape was chosen as a temporary model 
but conforms well with the dream themes which are present within the designs. Currently, the 
player can transform into one shape – a sphere like form - to help them complete the quest that 
involves navigating through the swamp. This is done via the right mouse button being pressed and 
the player can return back to their normal form at any point once the effect is finished. 

 

Figure 40 - The transformation process from the default mesh to the spherical mesh 
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The Dragonfly 

 

Figure 41 - The dragonfly character. The model is given a unique material using the Quibli shaders and has particles 
attached to each wing to give the impression of fairy dust being created as it flies 

The dragonfly is an envoy sent by the unconscious mind to help guide the player as they traverse the 
dream world. The character has been conjured from a childhood memory from when the main 
character used to visit a local pond and interact with the Emperor Dragonfly which lived there. It will 
follow the player and offer advice and guidance on what to the player should do next, sometimes 
having direct involvement in the game (e.g., when it brings the player back to the start of the swamp 
if they fall into the water). The chosen colours for the body are based on the colours of the Emperor 
Dragonfly, which is a mix of blues, greens, and yellows. 

Non-Player Characters (NPCs) 
NPCs will be toy-like characters that are made up of a humanoid body and basic geometric shapes. 
They will be modular so that certain parts can be mixed to create various copies, similar to things 
like Lego toy characters which have interchangeable limbs and head pieces. Characters will be given 
different features to create greater diversity, such as lighter colours being used on younger 
characters and more washed colours for older ones, facial features like moustaches or beards, head 
pieces like hats or helmets, etc. Shape-based features can also be combined to introduce multiple 
races, e.g., in a family of three, if one parent is purely cubic and the other spherical then the 
offspring may have a spherical head but cubic hands and feet. 
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Figure 42 - Rough sketches for how the modular characters would look 

In the current implementation, these NPCs are purely a shape and do not possess the intended 
humanoid bodies since time would have been lost trying to learn these 3D skills. There are two 
NPCs, a depressed individual and an angered individual. Both characters have their own unique 
quests which correspond to their current situations. The physical appearance changes depending on 
the player’s responses in the opening quiz scene, however their base colour stays the same. There 
are currently a total of five possible shapes which can be seen: a pyramid, cube, sphere, cylinder, or 
cone. 
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Figure 43 - The current possible appearances for the 2 NPCs 

The current implementation only allows for one type of shape to exist in the scene at a time – in 
other words, the player will never see two spheres, cubes, etc. in the scene. It will always be two 
different shapes that are in the scene. Aside from the physical appearance, all other features for the 
characters stay consistent. The colours are slightly washed to give an idea of how old these two 
NPCs are, which is also hinted at through their dialogues. 

The Antagonist 

 

Figure 44 - The antagonist is a manifestation of the main character's mental health illness 

The villain in the story is a construct that has formed as an expression of the main character’s mental 
health illness. It is comprised of several effects and has an ominous eye which functions as the body 
of this character for most stages throughout the story. The antagonist is spreading grief throughout 
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the dream world, appearing in locations to absorb the colours from the region that it is in. By 
removing these colours, so too are positive thoughts and emotions, leaving a colourless landscape 
and inhabitants in despair. When the player has successfully completed tasks or quests, the power of 
the eye weakens, and colour is slowly restored to the area. Once everything is completed for that 
area, the eye vanishes, restoring colour and positive emotions back to the location and characters. 
Variations of the eye’s appearance will be needed for different locations. All variations would be 
combined into a final entity that would be the final boss at the end of the game. 
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User Interface (UI) Design 
Custom Cursor and Game Icon 
To give The Light Within a stronger sense of identity, a custom mouse cursor would be added to the 
game to replace the default mouse cursor. The cursor would require a cartoony look with strong, 
simple colours to be easy to find on the screen and to compliment the dreamy aesthetics present 
throughout the game (Figure 45). The cursor current used in the prototype was taken from custom-
cursor.com as an example illustration. 

 

Figure 45 - Custom mouse cursor example 

For the game’s icon, a simple text-based design was used to make the game more identifiable. An 
alternative idea involved using a source of light as the primary image, such as a candleflame or a ball 
of light like the ones used in the game to represent souls. Prior investigations of game icons from 
places such as the Steam Library ultimately led to the decision to use the game name instead. The 
final design can be seen in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Finalised design for the game icon 

Splash Screens 
There are some splash screens which first appear upon starting the game. There are a total of three 
images which get displayed: 

1. Personal logo 

 

2. Game engine logo (Unity) 
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3. Warning screen 

 

The personal and game engine logos last for 2 seconds each (4 seconds total) and the warning 
screen lasts for 4 seconds to give players time to read it (8 seconds total for all splash screens). Due 
to the game touching upon sensitive subjects, it was felt that a warning screen should be added and 
displayed upon starting the game so that players can make informed decisions on whether to 
proceed or not. The topics may upset or trigger illnesses in some players, so this is intended to be an 
extra layer of protection to both players and the names involved with the prototype. 
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Main Menu 
Deciding upon the appearance of the main menu took some time to design, going through a couple 
of iterations before reaching the current look (Figure 47). For the backdrop, using a section of the 
game’s environment was deemed the best choice. It gives players an idea of what they will see 
during the game without giving away any crucial information. Additionally, this section of the 
environment is not seen very often, so using it here means that players will get enough time to enjoy 
this scenery. The only sounds here are of the ocean waves to evoke a calming sensation while in the 
main menu. 

 

Figure 47 - Final design for the main menu screen 

For the user interface, anime-stylised clouds were used as the backgrounds for each panel to 
compliment and match the dream aesthetic (Figure 48). They also help to keep the various options 
clear and easy to see, although adjustments would need to be made for the text in drop-down 
menus for easier reading. Each cloud used is unique to add some more charm and character. 
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Figure 48 - All main menu UI panels 

Currently, all settings have functionality in the prototype, except for the brightness slider. The code 
is setup so that this functionality can be easily added later. When settings are changed, they are 
either saved via the “Apply” button or automatically upon pressing the “Back” button. When this 
happens, a save icon appears in the bottom left corner, so players know their settings have been 
changed and applied (Figure 49). Players can also use the “Reset to Default” button to revert 
changes, applying the default settings. For the graphics, these will adjust depending on the system’s 
specs. 

 

Figure 49 - The save icon appears when settings have been changed 
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For the graphical settings, the game can be played in either windowed or Fullscreen modes via the 
toggle and the quality settings offers three levels: Performant, Balanced, and High Fidelity. These are 
equivalent to having low, medium, and high settings and will adjust features like the levels of detail 
on various game objects and the render distance from the camera. The resolution drop-down 
provides a list of all possible screen sizes up to the screen size of the player’s current monitor being 
used to play the game (Figure 50). 

 

Figure 50 - Screenshot showing some of the resolution list. The maximum value is from the author's personal monitor size. 

Onboarding 
During the quiz scene, players are given context into the events that have transpired and the current 
plight the main character is in. The details of the main character’s suicide attempt are not explicitly 
described and only hinted at. It is assumed that players will have some degree of emotional 
intelligence which will enable them to connect with the story and make sense of what the stakes 
are. They are also informed that the appearance of certain things will change depending on the 
answers they provide during this section, so they have some degree of influence over what they will 
experience prior to playing. 

Upon entering the main gameplay, specifics on basic movement controls are left out under the 
assumption that those playing will have some gaming experience already. The only explicitly stated 
controls are for interacting with objects and how to use the transform ability. Interactions appear in 
the UI HUD (heads-up display) at the top of the screen, telling players to press the E key to interact 
with characters and objects. Instructions for how to use their first ability are given within some 
dialogue during a gameplay segment, telling players to press the right mouse button to activate the 
ability. 

In a sophisticated build, additional instructions would be added to cover all basic and advanced 
controls in clearer formats which would not slow down the pacing of the gameplay. 
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Other Screens 
Inspirational Quote 
There are two additional screens that exist in the prototype. One screen displays a quote from a man 
called Aristotle Onassis, quoted for saying the following: 

It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light. 

Due to the nature of the game and the intended messages which wish to be conveyed, it was felt 
that a relevant and somewhat inspirational quote should be added once players leave the main 
menu to start the game. Since colour and light play a significant role in the designs, this quote was 
chosen since it fits the light theme. Additionally, as the title of the game is called The Light Within 
and is about finding light within the darkness, this quote also matches the game very well on this 
front. 

 

Figure 51 - Screen that displays the chosen quote once a new game has started 

End Credits 
To make the prototype feel more polished and professional, a simple credits screen has been added 
containing scrolling credits. Credits scroll from the bottom of the screen to the top, with the speed 
being easily adjusted via the in-game inspector window. The credits are split into four sections: 

1. Assets 
2. Sounds 
3. Special Thanks 
4. Thank You for Playing 

The “Special Thanks” mention individuals who were very supportive on the project. Players can press 
any key at any time to return to the main menu. Credits are shown at the end of the game or via the 
“Credits” button in the main menu screen. For this screen, Welcome To The Dream World plays since 
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it should be the song that is heard the least out of all the compositions. Adding it as the background 
here gives players more time to listen to the entire track, should they wish to listen to it. 

 

Figure 52 - Capture from the Credits screen 
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Sound Design 
Sound Direction Pitch 
To keep the vision clear for any sound designers that might have been involved with the project, a 
sound direction pitch was created: 

“Calm, lullaby-like compositions using grand pianos, harps, and strings to set the tone for the dream 
world and instil curiosity into players to explore a fantastical landscape. Compositions for moments 
with enemies or the antagonist will need a blend of slow and ominous or fast and chilling 
arrangements using similar instruments.” 

Original Musical Compositions 
The musical composition for the tracks being played in the game must match the intended themes 
of the game. In the prototype, there are a total of four original arrangements which have been 
created using AIVA. Each has been designed to evoke particular emotions and set specific tones 
throughout the game. The arrangements are labelled as and appear in the following order: 

1. Lullaby Track – Harp 2 
2. Welcome to the Dream World 
3. The Dream World 
4. The Villain Appears 

The Lullaby Track – Harp 2 arrangement is used exclusively in the quiz scene. Since the main 
character is currently entering a deep sleep, this track uses only pizzicato harps to create a lullaby to 
induce a feeling that we are currently falling asleep. Here, the C Major key is used to create a happy 
and safe sensation, with a slower BPM of 60 to calm players and create a sense of ease. 

Afterwards, the player leaves this scene and is introduced to the dream world via a cutscene. During 
this cutscene, Welcome To the Dream World plays. This composition maintains the lullaby theme but 
adds an aura of mystery and fantasy through the inclusion of additional instruments, such as 
Steinway D pianos and Legato saxophones. The composition also uses the C Major key for creating 
the uplifting tones but has a higher BPM of 78. These elements help set the tone for players that 
they are entering a curious and fantastical new world. 

With the cutscene concluded, the players now begin to embark on an exploration into the dreamy 
landscape. To avoid repetition of tracks, The Dream World was created to act as the main theme for 
this environment. The structure differs to the previous ones, using a larger ensemble to deliver an 
upbeat and light-hearted tone for the main gameplay segment. The sense of mystery and fantasy is 
continued in this ensemble but with more crescendos and diminuendos to elevate these themes. 
This piece uses the G Major key with a BPM of 75 to help distinguish itself from the previous pieces. 
The Dream World plays when the antagonist is not currently in the scene in the prototype. 

Finally, a unique theme was created for when the antagonist makes their appearance in the scene. 
Changing the musical score in this moment reinforces the ominous nature of the antagonist’s 
presence which, in turn, strengthens the darker tone that accompanies them. The Villain Appears is 
a much slower BPM at 60 and uses pianos in the A Minor key for a mysterious, horror-conjuring 
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composition for the villain. The Villain Appears is only played if the antagonist is present in the scene 
in the prototype. 

Character Sounds / Voice Acting 
Various sounds will be required for the different characters which will be in the game. These will be 
heard during dialogue and can either be normal or mumbled voice overs, where normal voice overs 
will be reading dialogue like normal and mumbled voice overs will use a similar practice to 
Animalese in the Animal Crossing franchise. Recordings of letters of the alphabet will be played 
when the corresponding letter is shown on screen and giving adjustments to the tone and pitch to 
reflect the character’s emotions as its being spoken. For example, a word like “Hello” would have 
each character sound like “he-eh-le-le-oh”, so it would not be discernible but not entirely drivel 
either to players. This could add some charm and more character to each NPC and to the player’s 
character, which could increase the player’s empathy and connection with these characters. Note 
that the antagonist would not use this as it would not have dialogue. 

Currently, a beeping sound is played whenever a character is typed on the screen. Dialogue can also 
be skipped if the “Continue” button is available should players wish to not wait for the text to finish 
being written out. 

Sound Effects 
Additional sounds will be required for completing character designs and visual effects elements. 
Currently, there are sounds implemented for the transformation effect that occurs when the player 
changes their physical shape and during cutscenes for when the antagonist both arrives and leaves 
the scene. The video that shows a growing light at the end of a tunnel also contains some sounds to 
enhance this moment for players upon finishing up in the quiz level. Various sounds are 
implemented for the villain when it arrives, leaves, and exists within the scene. Different rumbling 
sounds are played to mimic the intensity of the eye’s movements depending on if it’s focused on the 
player or not. 

A larger library of sounds will be needed for various actions which may happen, such as for when the 
player is moving, jumping / landing, for NPCs when they are moving in the world, and for when souls 
are freed from their inky black prisons. 

Environment Sounds 
A selection of environment sounds will be needed for establishing moods and setting the ambiance 
within given locations. In the prototype, there are currently two environments which have their own 
sounds: the ocean and the swamp. The ocean (where the rowboat is located) has calming ocean 
waves that can be heard when the player gets closer to the waterfront. The swamp has atmospheric 
winds and chirping insects for a more unsettling and wild feeling when players are traversing this 
area. The farm has some implemented sounds which can be found at the windmill and the fireplace 
inside the farmhouse. 

More sounds can be integrated into the game, such as a whimsical forest tone for the initial woods 
area that the player starts in and additional farm sounds, such as noises for the pigs. Later stages of 
the game would require various sounds which would be suitable for their corresponding 
environments. 
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Economy & Monetisation 
Although a video game with the aim of trying to sell units, The Light Within also aims to try and 
provide real and applicable techniques for individuals that are either suffering from mental health 
illnesses or individuals who know of someone suffering, such as friends or family. Due to this, the 
strategy will most likely be a one-time purchase for the product with no plans to include features like 
paid DLC (downloadable content) or subscription fees. Doing so may misrepresent the product and 
be viewed as prioritising only profits under the guise of trying to help individuals, which would lose 
consumer support and therefore reduce possible units sold.  

Future Additions 
The Light Within currently has a good basis from which a more comprehensive and advanced game 
can be built from. The foundations for many features are implemented into the prototype but there 
is plenty of additional content that can be made and added to meet all the design requirements. 

Gameplay 
Only a fraction of the desired gameplay has been setup in the form of the platforming section of the 
swamp. Puzzles still need to be designed, tested, and combined into the environments, enemies 
need to be created which can be defeated by using the transforming abilities to create combat, and 
more complex platforming segments need to be made in conjunction with the other gameplay 
elements. The breathing mini game also needs to be scripted and tested to see players’ thoughts on 
it. 

3D Assets 
Whilst there are visually pleasing assets in the prototype, a larger library of custom-made models is 
required for populating the world in accordance with the player’s input. This includes vegetation, 
architecture and character models which needs to be modular to accommodate the player’s decision 
on what different shapes and colours mean to them. Models for the player and the different states 
that the player can be in after transforming are also needed that are more user-friendly to adjust, 
especially for textures for features like the eyes of both the player and NPCs. 

Sounds 
The music is in a good position thanks to the fact that all musical compositions are uniquely crafted 
pieces. Music can continue to be created using tools like AIVA in this case. For sounds, more can be 
incorporated to enhance the liveliness of the game world and improve the big and small moments 
players will have during the game. These are primarily going to be for environments, player actions, 
and spoken dialogue, although there is definite room for other types of sounds for things that do not 
fit into these categories – e.g., the sound of pigs oinking for the pigs on the farm and a deeper 
version for the prized pig the player needs to retrieve. 

Colour Restore Shader 
The shaders are, generally, in an acceptable state and for the most part can be left as-is. There may 
be some minor improvements, such as improving the appearance of the particles in the whirlwind, 
but these are not too vital. More importantly, the colour restore effect needs either a rework or 
significant update so that it is not reliant upon texture inputs, instead being able to change the 
colourisation of objects that the sphere mask intersects with so that any object can be affected. The 
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mask itself could also benefit from more attention to make the effect clearer and more dynamic 
when colour is taken or restored to the world. 

Level Designs 
In the current scope, the level designs were considerably condensed into one medium sized area 
instead of being larger sections of the island. All areas would be designed with larger spaces in mind 
so that the island isn’t too self-contained and with more small features in the environments for 
players to explore. The swamp would be a larger area requiring more platforming to be done than 
what is currently implemented and may possibly introduce a small boss fight at the end, just before 
retrieving the lost pig. 

The quiz scene would also have some redesigns done to the way the questions are presented. This 
could be done by asking the player to drag and drop a shape and colour into slots that would be 
associated with each stage of grief in a clearer fashion. This way, players have all the information 
they need at once and would not need to be left in positions where they wish they could change 
their answers. It would also cut down the amount of time spent in this section and get to the 
gameplay faster. 

Dialogue System 
The dialogue system, as a system, is not in need of any considerable changes to how it functions. The 
main changes would need to be done via the settings and possibly some scripts to bring the current 
dialogue to a higher standard. Presently, text speeds need adjusting for dialogues which 
automatically move to the next node in the conversation trees. Since players read at different 
speeds, it is impossible to determine what the best amount of time would be to leave text on the 
screen before moving onto the next text. This could be overcome by either adding spoken dialogue 
so players don’t have to read everything or by waiting for the player’s input to move to the next 
part. 

Additionally, the tool offers means of fixing the camera at certain positions when interacting with 
objects or characters. This had been tested but resulted in breaking the camera when it returned to 
behind the player, so was left out. This might have been caused by camera scripts not being disabled 
at the moment when the camera gets repositioned. Currently, when the player does interact with 
something, they are still able to move their character and the camera around. The camera is 
particularly annoying since the player needs to choose responses during conversations, causing the 
camera to move as the player goes to pick an option. Attempts at setting events for disabling the 
relevant scripts for player and camera movements had been tried but were unsuccessful, possibly 
due to some missing logic in the Update function of the Game Manager. These are all issues which 
can be resolved easily if more time is given to learning the tool and its capabilities as well as further 
testing.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 – The Game Manager’s Inspector 
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Appendix 2.1 – Side View of the Antagonist’s Eyeball 
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Appendix 2.2 – Front View of the Antagonist’s Eyeball 
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Appendix 3.1.1 – Opening Quiz Dialogue Tree 

 



Appendix 3.1.2 – Opening Quiz Dialogue Variables 

 



Appendix 3.2 – Opening Cutscene Dialogue 
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Appendix 3.3 – Depressed NPC Dialogue 
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Appendix 3.4 – Angry NPC Dialogue 
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Appendix 3.5 – Dialogue for Transformation Explanation 
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Appendix 3.6 – Dialogue for the Boat 

 

Appendix 3.7 – Dialogue for Recovering the Lost Pig 

 

Appendix 3.8 – Main Game Quests 

 

Appendix 3.9 – Main Game Variables 

 



Appendix 3.10 – Dialogue Setup in the Opening Cutscene (“Conversations” Group at the Bottom) 
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